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Gardeco was founded in the year of 2000. It is a private trade company. It is 

activity of the company is the export of carefully selected products of the best 
Polish manufacturers. Gardeco provides services only B2B. European trade 
networks and wholesalers make the majority of Gardeco clients. Thanks to the 
experience achieved and very good logistics, Gardeco products are available 
in stationary and Internet stores in whole Europe (Germany, Austria, France, 
Finland, Sweden, Norway, Denmark, Slovakia, Czech Republic, Lithuania, 
Latvia, Estonia, Spain, Netherlands and many more). We encourage you to look 
into our company’s wide offer. We are proud to offer high-quality products for 
house, garden, workshop and landscaping.

The goal of the company is thorough and professional customer service by not 
only providing the best products at competitive prices, but also through 
consulting, passing on our knowledge, offering the best solutions, partnership 
and fruitful, long-lasting cooperation.

Contact Us:

Weronika Glanowska
Export Specialist
mail: verkauf@gardeco.com.pl
mobile: +48 667 041 667

Lidia Sawicka
Customer Service and Export Manager
mail: ls@gardeco.com.pl
Mobile: +48 665 914 665

Aleksandra Wójcik
Export Specialist
mail: sales@gardeco.com.pl
Mobile: +48 512 047 761



We offer wide range of tables, 
cabinets, workshop walls and 

workshop trolleys.

 When combined together into functional and 
practical sets they make a place of work tidy. 

Solid structure and a mechanical strength assure 
great resistance of the furniture, and they 

warrant safe keeping of tools & instruments. 
Furnitures might be adopted to individual 
guidelines of our clients. Hence, you are 

provided with a product perfectly meeting your 
needs. See our products.

WORKSHOP FURNITURE



Workshop cabinets
600

200

Universal model of a metal cabinet, required in every workshop. 
Necessary for every ambitious DIY man, it also works well in 
professional car workshops. Double door cabinet is key locked.  
Metal area is powder painted. Hence the product is corrosion 
and scratching resistant. Grey&black color is universal and it fits 
every environment. The cabinet is available also in other color 
variants. Attachments and hooks are sold separately. 

Index Dimensions 
[W/D/H]

Weight [kg] Pcs /pallet Pallet Maximum
load [kg]

Single door wall cabinet

The cabinet intended not only for workshops. Universal model can 
also play role of a key box and the first aid box. In the rear part of 
the cabinet there are attachments enabling mounting it on the 
wall. It is 1 element key locked cabinet, with a perforated rear 
wall. It is easy to configure number and location of attachments 
and hooks (sold separately). Transparent, attached manual 
enables quick, simple and independent assembly. 
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0
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Double door wall cabinet PREMIUM

For everyone, who wants to keep his/her tools in order in a 
workshop we offer a capacious & easily wall mounted metal 
cabinet. The product comprises 3 elements - two key-locked parts 
and an open mid section. The mid section is equipped with a 
metal shelf, height of which can be regulated free. The cabinet is 
available also in a few color variants.
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25431 400x200x600    6 100 Euro 30

25424 800x200x600    12 40 Euro

Index Dimensions 
[W/D/H]

Weight [kg] Pcs /pallet Pallet Maximum
load [kg]
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Index Dimensions 
[W/D/H]

Weight [kg] Pcs /pallet Pallet Maximum
load [kg]

25448 1200x200x600    19 30 Euro 50
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A manual is attached to an individual assembly. All metal parts in products is powder coated. All dimensions and weight are 
provided by the manufacturer. If you need more information please contact our sales department.

Double door wall cabinet



Workshop cabinets
600

3 element wall cabinet with a top

This wall-mounted tool cabinet with a workshop top is an older 
brother of the wall cabinet 80 cm. It is easily wall mounted and 
hence, it takes not much space. After the end of work the top can 
be folded and secured by means of safe locks. The cabinet 
comprises 3 elements and it is 20 cm deep. Therefore, after having 
been closed, hanging tools stay safe. It has a perforated back 
wall where numerous hooks and attachments can be placed.

2 element wall cabinet with a top

Tool cabinet with a folded table is ideal for small rooms, a 
basement, a garage or a workshop since it takes small space. It 
has a perforated back wall adjusted to hang hooks and 
attachments for tools. Hanging workshop is very comfortable 
since, when hanging height is regulated, also height of the the 
working top is regulated. The cabinet is 20 cm deep, hence, after 
the top has been folded the tools stay safe at the place where 
they are. 
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Professional rack

This rack is intended to equip workshops, basements, warehouses, 
stores or plots; it assures great conditions to store varied tools and 
accessories in an aesthetic way. The furniture is equipped with 4 
chipboard shelves; they enable simple segregation of tools acc. 
to the way they are used. The rack is very solid, its load carrying 
capacity equals approx. 500 kg. The assembly is quick and simply 
- press fitting, no need for tools. 

2000
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00

Index Dimensions 
[W/D/H]

Weight [kg] Pcs /pallet Pallet Maximum
load [kg]

25547 1200x600x600    27,5 20 Euro 100

Index Dimensions 
[W/D/H]

Weight [kg] Pcs /pallet Pallet Maximum
load [kg]

25554 800x600x600    20,5 30 Euro 100

Racks

4

600

Index Dimensions 
[W/D/H]

Weight [kg] Pcs /pallet Pallet Maximum
load [kg]

25639 2000x600x2000    95 11 Euro 500

A manual is attached to an individual assembly. All metal parts in products is powder coated. Wooden tops are 3 cm thick. 
All dimensions and weight are provided by the manufacturer. If you need more information please contact our sales 



Workshop tables
Workshop table, 4 drawers

It is uniquely practical workshop table. Due to its dimensions it fits 
both, a garage next to a house (for a DIY man) and professional 
workshops. Stable structure is made from a metal painted in such 
a way to assure resistance to scratching and weather conditions. 
The table has 4 comfortable pulled out drawers. Hence, all small 
and large tools are always at hand. Drawers pull out totally, they 
slide on ball guides. The table is quickly and easily assembled due 
to the attached manual. 

Index Dimensions 
[W/D/H]

Weight [kg] Pcs /pallet Pallet Maximum
load [kg]

Workshop table, without shelves

Very practical workshop table necessary for every DIY man. It 
takes little space and can be placed at home, in a garage or in a 
workshop. Due to its height which equals 85 cm it can be perfectly 
well combined with our other workshop tables. It has two 
capacious recesses to insert objects necessary to work in a 
workshop. The product must be assembled individually.

Single door workshop table

The product fits every basement or a garage, it requires just little 
space.  Working area of the table 60 cm x 60 cm enables carrying 
out quick repairs. Solid working top is made from a plywood made 
from a deciduous tree. It is equipped with a capacious drawer 
and a key locked cabinet intended to store tools or e.g. chemical 
agents. The workshop table has height regulated legs due to 
which it is possible to level it at a workshop and to adjust working 
height of the table.

25493 600x600x850    41 22 Euro 400

25585 600x600x850    24 22 Euro

Index Dimensions 
[W/D/H]

Weight [kg] Pcs /pallet Pallet Maximum
load [kg]

300

Index Dimensions 
[W/D/H]

Weight [kg] Pcs /pallet Pallet Maximum
load [kg]

25455 600x600x850    32 22 Euro 300
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A manual is attached to an individual assembly. All metal parts in products is powder coated. Wooden tops are 3 cm thick. 
All dimensions and weight are provided by the manufacturer. If you need more information please contact our sales 
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6001200

Workshop tables
Double door workshop table

This table combines everything, what is appreciated by DIY men 
in workshops; it enables storing of tools, parts and other 
instruments necessary when doing works. Using it makes that 
doing any building works in a garage is a pleasure. Solid working 
top is made from a plywood made from 3 cm thick deciduous 
tree. The table is equipped with two key locked cabinets which 
enables storing tools safely and protecting them from 
unauthorized access. Due to a shelf beneath the top the table 
offers additional storage capacity. 

Index Dimensions 
[W/D/H]

Weight [kg] Pcs /pallet Pallet Maximum
load [kg]

Double door workshop table, 1 drawer

Workshop table is heart of every workshop since it is a basic place 
of work for every DIY man. In order to make sure every project is 
successful, well-equipped workshop is crucial. This is why we 
present this workshop table which combines solid wooden top, 30 
mm thick, a drawer and two separate key-locked cabinets. 
Hence, it is possible to mange the space and to insert small and 
larger tools into a single workplace. 

Single door workshop table 

This table is our bestseller. Solid, made from wood, with a large 
working top approx. 120cm x60 cm x85 cm (height) enables 
proper and comfortable organization of work.  Beneath the top 
there is a single drawer, a shelf, a cabinet with a key-locked door 
and an open part with a shelf inside. Metal part of the table is 
powder painted making it is resistant to corrosion and scratching. 
Colors are varied, hence, the product fits every workshop 
perfectly well.

25592 1200x600x850    35 25 Euro 400

25462 1200x600x850    34 25 Euro

Index Dimensions 
[W/D/H]

Weight [kg] Pcs /pallet Pallet Maximum
load [kg]

400

Index Dimensions 
[W/D/H]

Weight [kg] Pcs /pallet Pallet Maximum
load [kg]

25479 1200x600x850    33,5 25 Euro 400
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A manual is attached to an individual assembly. All metal parts in products is powder coated. Wooden tops are 3 cm thick. 
All dimensions and weight are provided by the manufacturer. If you need more information please contact our sales 
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Workshop tables
Double door workshop table, 2 drawers

This workshop table comprises two capacious drawers intended 
to store tools such as screwdrivers, glues, screws, gloves and other 
accessories. Larger and more massive tools such as drilling 
machines can be stored in two separate key-locked parts of the 
drawer. It also enables to protect the objects from unauthorized 
access. The furniture assures safe and well-organized storage of 
the tools. This table and our other workshop furniture is 85 cm high 
since they can be combined together into perfects sets in a 
garage. 

Index Dimensions 
[W/D/H]

Weight [kg] Pcs /pallet Pallet Maximum
load [kg]

Single door workshop table with 5 drawers 

This workshop table must have its place in every workshop and / 
or garage since it enables organizing of many tools and other 
instruments. Solid structure and great mechanical resistance 
assure strength of the furniture. It has five capacious drawers with 
space for many small tools, and a safe, locked drawer to keep 
larger tools and instruments in order. The cabinet is stylish, it fits 
every workshop. It is also available in other color variants. 

Workshop table, 8 drawers

This table works perfectly well during all assembly works, carpentry 
works and other ones. It can be successfully applied by 
professional mechanics and lovers of DIY works. Due to its metal 
solid structure resistant to all damages, it looks well for a long time. 
It comprises as many as 8 capacious drawers on ball guides 
assuring simple and smooth pulling out. Thanks to attached 
assembly manual it is simple to assemble it individually.

25486 1200x600x850    52 15 Euro 400

25561 1200x600x850    65 14 Euro

Index Dimensions 
[W/D/H]

Weight [kg] Pcs /pallet Pallet Maximum
load [kg]

400

Index Dimensions 
[W/D/H]

Weight [kg] Pcs /pallet Pallet Maximum
load [kg]

25578 1200x600x850 80 14 Euro 400
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A manual is attached to an individual assembly. All metal parts in products is powder coated. Wooden tops are 3 cm thick. 
All dimensions and weight are provided by the manufacturer. If you need more information please contact our sales 
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850
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Workshop tables
Double door workshop table, 2 drawers

It is equipped with small, top drawers to store packaging 
materials, tools, screws and nails and some other, small but 
necessary objects. Solid, aesthetically finished working top is 
made from a plywood made from 3 cm thick deciduous tree. The 
workshop table has two capacious recesses, one of them is 
key-locked. The table is powder painted which protects it from 
corrosion ideally.

Index Dimensions 
[W/D/H]

Weight [kg] Pcs /pallet Pallet Maximum
load [kg]

Workshop table 

This functional workshop table has a large and solid top made 
from deciduous tree plywood.  Beneath the top there are two 
capacious shelves which offer a lot of space for storage. At 
shelves one can place large tools or other objects usually stored in 
a garage and in a workshop. Even if this is the lightest from among 
our workshop tables (approx. 25 kg) it is very stable and can be 
loaded up to 300 kg. Uneven floor is not an obstacle since it is 
leveled by means of legs. 

Basic workshop table

This handy workshop table works well in small rooms. It cab be 
folded easily and therefore, storing it is unproblematic. The top 
700 x 830 mm is perfect in case of any workshop or DIY works. The 
product must be assembled individually.

25608 1200x600x850    38 25 Euro 400

25530 1200x600x850 25,5 25 Euro

Index Dimensions 
[W/D/H]

Weight [kg] Pcs /pallet Pallet Maximum
load [kg]

400

Index Dimensions 
[W/D/H]

Weight [kg] Pcs /pallet Pallet Maximum
load [kg]

25615 1200x600x830 30 12 Euro 400
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A manual is attached to an individual assembly. All metal parts in products is powder coated. Wooden tops are 3 cm thick. 
All dimensions and weight are provided by the manufacturer. If you need more information please contact our sales 



Workshop tables
Foldable workshop table

Index Carton
[W/D/H]

Weight 
[kg]

Pcs /pallet Pallet
[H]

25745 620 x 1230 x 130

Dimensions
[W/D/H]

1220 x 1500 x 650
1220 x 1500 x 10

   3818 2100
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A manual is attached to an individual assembly. All metal parts in products is powder coated. Wooden tops are 3 cm thick. 
All dimensions and weight are provided by the manufacturer. If you need more information please contact our sales 

A tool table is necessary for every DIY enthusiast. This takes up 
very little space because it can be folded at any time. Solid, 
aesthetically finished working top is made from a plywood 
made from 3 cm thick deciduous tree. The table has an additio-
nal 3-element perforated wall that can be hung on the wall by 
filling it with the necessary tools. In our offer you will also find 
accessories for the tool wall that will help you organize your 
tools.



Tool walls
3 element tool wall + 17 attachments

With to this wall it is possible to store tools at proper height easily. It 
assures quick access to all required, frequently used tools and 
accessories, which are well visible after they have been put on 
the wall. The wall comprises 3 parts (it is possible to assemble them 
separately), hence it is possible to adjust the workshop to 
individual preferences). It offers a lot of space for attachments 
and hooks that is a complete set along with the wall. Set of 
attachments and hooks comprises 17 elements.

Key hanger - 2 pcs. 
Screwdriver hanger - 2 pcs. 
Drill hanger - 1 pcs. 
Hammer hanger - 1 pcs. 
Tongs hanger - 1 pcs. 
Double attachment - 1 pcs. 
Hook short 60mm- 3 pcs. 
Mid hook 90mm- 3 pcs. 
Long hook 120mm- 3 pcs.    

The tool wall is also available solo i.e. without any attachments 
and hooks.

1 element workshop tool wall 

This perforated wall works well as a supplementation of the 
workshop table and as an individual wall. It is made from a high 
quality metal sheet. The wall is equipped with holes intended to 
hang tools on special hooks and attachments (attachments and 
hooks available in our offer). Hence, tools are always well 
organized. The wall boards can be combined together to get 
more space intended to store workshop tools. 

Index Dimensions 
[W/D/H]

Weight [kg] Pcs /pallet Pallet Maximum
load [kg]

25509 580x15x1200    5 100 Euro 30

Index Dimensions 
[W/D/H]

Weight [kg] Pcs /pallet Pallet Maximum
load [kg]

25523 400x15x580 1,3 600 Euro 10
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A manual is attached to an individual assembly. All metal parts in products is powder coated. All dimensions and weight are 
provided by the manufacturer. If you need more information please contact our sales department.



Tool walls
Tool wall

Holder for 9 keys
Set for 5 screwdrivers
12 hooks
6 hangers for smaller tools eg pliers
2 tool hangers, eg a hammer
1 container without a compartment for screws / spikes / pads
1 container with a compartment for screws / spikes / pads

The tool wall is also available solo i.e. without any attachments 
and hooks.

Index Dimensions 
[W/D/H]

Carton
[W/D/H]

Pcs /pallet Pallet

26285 1200 x 460    1210 x 470 x 55 40
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A manual is attached to an individual assembly. All metal parts in products is powder coated. All dimensions and weight are 
provided by the manufacturer. If you need more information please contact our sales department.

Wall for tools is a practical product that works great as an 
element of workshop, garage and household equipment. It can 
be successfully used during all kinds of workshop and DIY work. 
It has a practical handle, thanks to which it is easy to attach it to 
the wall. The wall is 3-element, the dimensions of the entire 
perforated wall are 120x46cm, thanks to which you can house a 
lot of your tools. The product was made of solid steel, which is 
characterized by high resistance to mechanical damage, 
therefore it will retain its original appearance for a long time. 
With it, you can organize your tools in such a way that you have 
easy access to them during work. The product is available in 
gray. The plastic elements are attached to the perforated wall:

1210 x 800 x 2150



Tool walls
Workshop wall for ergobox

A workshop wall is a perfect solution to organise your workshop or 
garage. It can be integrated with a worktop of the workshop 
carriage available in our offer or hung solo on a wall. The wall 
offers a lot of storage space, it can contain up to 20 ergoboxes. 
The ergoboxes are made of high-quality, crack-resistant material, 
they also have a place for a label, which makes it much easier to 
find the necessary tools.

The PREMIUM tool trolley with workshop wall 

This mobile carriage should be a part of every workshop. It will 
make all the necessary tools always at hand! It was provided with 
4 rubber running wheels, which make it very easy to steer. 
Additionally the carriage has a brake at its right wheel, which 
allows for blocking it. It has a very large capacity: it has 4 slidable 
drawers and a spacious, openable from the top, recess for larger 
tools. It has a timeless design, it is available in two colour versions: 
graphite-grey and graphite-red. The additional storage space is 
provided by an additional workshop wall, which can also be hung 
solo on a wall in a garage or a workshop. Every Premium carriage 
is provided with 10 ergoboxes (5 red and 5 black). A system of 
trays helps to keep order in the workplace, allows for storage of 
smaller elements, like bolts, nails or screws, which makes it much 
easier to find the necessary tools.

Index Weight [kg] Pcs /pallet Pallet

21952    1 480 Euro

A manual is attached to an individual assembly. All metal parts in products is powder coated. All dimensions and weight are 
provided by the manufacturer. If you need more information please contact our sales department.
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Index Dimensions 
[W/D/H]

Weight [kg] Pcs /pallet Pallet

25134
GR/GR 635x330x760 28,1 12 Euro

Dimensions 
[W/D/H]

575x470



Accesories
Set of 22 attachments and hooks

Set of attachments and hooks comprises 22 parts. It perfectly fits 
perforated walls and workshop cabinets available in our offer. 
Hence, all tools have their place in a garage and in a workshop. 
It is designed for persons, who keep a place of work clean and 
tidy. The set enables practical storage of a wide range of tools 
and accessories. The system comprises: 

Key hanger - 2 pcs.
Screwdrivers hanger - 2 pcs.
Drill hanger - 1 pcs.
Hammer hanger - 2 pcs.
Pliers hanger - 1 pcs.
Double hanger - 2 pcs.
Short hook 60mm- 4 pcs.
Mid hook 90mm- 4 pcs.
Long hook 120mm- 4 pcs.

Set of 20 hooks

Workshop already arranged, perforated walls hang but still 
something is missing? Is is the issue of arrangement of tools in a 
work place? Our set of hooks will help you! The set comprises 20 
elements: 

7 x L60mm, 
7 x L90mm, 
6 x L120mm. 

Due to them you can keep things in order. Tools such as a 
hammer, pliers, a small saw or other daily used ones will be always 

Index Weight [kg] Pcs /pallet Pallet

25516    1 480 Euro

A manual is attached to an individual assembly. All metal parts in products is powder coated. All dimensions and weight are 
provided by the manufacturer. If you need more information please contact our sales department.
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Index Weight [kg] Pcs /pallet Pallet

25622    0,25 800 Euro



We invite you to learn about our 
wide catalog of products 

including car washing brushes,

Excellent performance, great functionality and 
serious strength - these are advantages of our 
products. Brushes are made from soft bristle 

enabling effective and safe car washing without 
damaging a lacquer. Products are light and solid 

at the same time. Trust to our know-how and 
experience.

CAR WASHING BRUSHES

telescope brushes and wipers with 
rubber blades.



Car washing brush PREMIUM

Car washing brush STANDARD PLUS

Washing brushes
Car washing brush STANDARD 

Index Lenght (cm) Fibre Pcs./pallet Pallet

23512 40 PVC 512 Euro

Colors:

red, green
yellow
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Index Lenght (cm) Fibre Pcs./pallet Pallet

23529 40 PVC 512 Euro

Colors:

red, green
yellow

This brush is a basic tool for every car owner, who wants to keep 
his vehicle clean. The product has a special, soft hair, made of 
PVC, which is resistant to detergents. The hair ends are split, which 
allows to wash the car efficiently and safely without damaging 
the layers of paint. The product can be attached to a source of 
water, e.g. to a garden hose, which makes it easier to wash the 
car. The water distribution system is safe and prevents sprinkling on 
hands and clothes. A comfortable handle was cased in 
two-colour sponge, which facilitates a stable and convenient grip 
on the brush. Available colours – red, blue, yellow 

This brush is an irreplaceable tool in you garage. It will be perfect 
for any cleaning tasks – well-profiled brush facilitates removing 
sand and dirt from the car. The tool is light, handy and 
comfortable to hold in different positions. The element will not 
scratch the paint nor it will leave any marks due to the right kind of 
hair used in the production process. The brush was made of 
resistant materials. The end of the handle allows for joining the 
brush directly to a water hose. It will make cleaning much more 
convenient and you will avoid getting your hand wet and 
scrubbing the surface. The brush is completely safe and prevents 
soaking of clothes.

This product will be perfect for cleaning vehicles, as well as 
garden equipment, e.g. garden furniture. Soft PBT hair is designed 
to precisely remove dust from delicate surfaces without 
scratching it. The dirt comes right off the paint thanks to split hair 
ends. The material used for manufacturing this product was 
polypropylene – a material, which is very durable and reliable in 
all atmospheric conditions. It is possible to connect a water hose 
to the handle. The brush distributes water evenly, it is comfortable, 
prevents getting water onto hands and clothes. The comfortable 
handle is additionally provided with a valve to cut off water 
supply.

Index Lenght (cm) Fibre Pcs./pallet Pallet

23505 48 PBT 384 Euro

Colors:

red, green
yellow



Washing brushes

Squeegee (23598)

Squeegee

Wipers with rubber blade

Car washing brush LUX
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Car washing brush

Index Lenght (cm) Fibre Pcs./pallet Pallet

23581 33 PVC 1176 Euro

Colors:

color mix

This handy brush with soft hair will make washing your car much 
more precise with no risk of scratching the paint. The tool is 
comfortable and very light – thanks to the use of a strong and 
durable polypropylene. It is possible to connect a water hose to 
the handle. The brush has an ergonomic grip, which makes it easy 
to freely manoeuvre the brush. Additionally, the end of the grip is 
provided with a removable dynamo-motor, which can serve as a 
lawn sprinkler. The shape of the brush facilitates reaching the 
areas of difficult access, narrow areas, which makes it an 
irreplaceable cleaning accessory. The brush is available in 
different colour options.

Index Lenght (cm) Fibre Pcs./pallet Pallet

23499 48 PVC 384 Euro

Colors:

red, green
yellow

This handy brush with soft hair will make washing your car much 
more precise with no risk of scratching the paint. The tool is 
comfortable and very light – thanks to the use of a strong and 
durable polypropylene. It is possible to connect a water hose to 
the handle. The brush has an ergonomic grip, which makes it easy 
to freely manoeuvre the brush. Additionally, the end of the grip is 
provided with a removable dynamo-motor, which can serve as a 
lawn sprinkler. The shape of the brush facilitates reaching the 
areas of difficult access, narrow areas, which makes it an 
irreplaceable cleaning accessory. The brush is available in 
different colour options.

The product joins two functions: a sponge covered with a net, 
which cleans effectively, removes dirt from windows and mirrors, 
and a rubber puller, which perfectly collects excessive water from 
washing the car or tiles in the garage, in effect leaving them 
cleaned and shining. The rubber part precisely fits the surfaces, 
which makes them dry and clean. The washer with a puller is 
made of a durable, resistant and delicate material, thus it does 
not leave scratches. The frame of the washer was made of a 
durable and resistant polypropylene, thus making the product 
strong, durable, resistant to corrosion and detergents. A long shaft 
further facilitates reaching hard to access areas.

Index Lenght (cm) Fibre Pcs./pallet Pallet

23598 46 PVC 450 Euro

Colors:

color mix



In every car there must be some 
products designed to remove 

snow. 

 We offer car scrapers which are best solution 
when fighting frosted or iced panes and mirrors. 
We invite you to learn about our wide catalog of 

snow removing brushes including telescopic 
ones. Every brush is made in such way to 

guarantee great snow removal effect without 
worrying about damages to car elements and 
de-icing. Offered scrapers are the ones very 

frequently selected by drivers.

BRUSHES AND SCRAPERS
FOR SNOW REMOVAL



Car snow brush with scraper PREMIUM

Car snow brush with scraper  STANDARD PLUS

Car snow brushes
Car snow brush with scraper STANDARD

Index Lenght (cm) Handle type: Pcs./pallet Pallet

23567 50 PVC 900 Euro

Colors:

color mix

With this brush-scraper you will prepare your car for driving in harsh 
winter conditions. After a whole night snow, frost and ice can 
build-up on the windows of the car and removing them requires 
using proper tools. This is why we are offering this brush-scraper. 
The product has a scraper on one end of its handle, which will 
manage to clean the glass from ice or frost, while on the other 
side there is a brush to sweep the rest of the snow from the 
surface. Perfect quality of manufacture and quality of materials 
used for manufacturing are their important advantages. The 
choice of an appropriate plastic and soft hair will make every user 
satisfied with the effect and lifetime of the products.

Index Lenght (cm) Handle type Pcs./pallet Pallet

23550 65 PVC 450 Euro

Colors:

color mix

This product is a combination of a brush and a scraper in one. The 
brush is designed to seep snow from the body of a car, while the 
scraper is to remove ice and frost from the car windows. Soft Nice 
Touch handle is very comfortable and does not slip out of a hand. 
It is long to easily reach the least available areas on the roof of the 
car. The product is perfect for freezy mornings. With this 
brush-scraper you will never be late for work again during winter 
days and you will quickly prepare your car for a journey. The hair 
of the brush is densely embedded in the frame, and its ends are 
split, which allows to remove snow from the car effectively and 
safely. Colours: mixed colours.

Index Lenght (cm) Handle type Pcs./pallet Pallet

23550 75 aluminum 450 Euro

Colors:

color mix

The scraper with brush is designed to conveniently remove snow 
and frost cover from a car. It is robustly manufactured, with use of 
light materials: high-quality plastic and aluminium, it is very light 
and comfortable in use. Brush-scraper is incredibly handy and 
simple in use, additionally the handle is covered with sponge, 
which enhances the work comfort. The product is excellent for 
removing snow, frost and a layer of most tightly stuck ice from 
glass surfaces without damaging them. Every brush is designed to 
guarantee the best effect of removing snow from a car without 
risk of damaging the paint cover of the car, thus the 
brush-scrapers are one of the products most frequently chosen by 
drivers.
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Telescopic car snow brush

Car snow scraper (23475)

TELESCOPIC car snow brush

Car snow scraper

Index Lenght (cm) Handle type Pcs./pallet Pallet

23536 90/120 aluminium,
telescopic 572 Euro

Colors:

color mix

This product is a must have for every driver. It will be perfect during 
snowy and frosty days. It is 3in1. With the brush in a plastic frame 
you will easily sweep snow off a car, with the flat scraper you can 
remove frost, and with the toothed side of the scraper you will 
remove ice, at the same time not damaging the paint layers. The 
brush is provided with a long, telescope, aluminium adjustable 
shaft, which enables for the brush to be adjusted as necessary. It 
is perfect not only for passenger cars, it is excellent also for larger 
vehicles. The line of our brush-scrapers is also characterised with 
interesting design and vivid, modern colours. The brush is 
available in different colour versions. Handle type: aluminium 
telescopic rod.

Index Lenght (cm) Handle type Pcs./pallet Pallet

23475 30 PVC 2160 Euro

Colors:

color mix

A window scraper is an essential element of the equipment of 
every driver, who cares for the safety of his own and others, 
especially during autumn and winter. The scraper is provided with 
a comfortable, soft Nice Touch grip, which guarantees comfort in 
use and does not slip from the hand. With this product you will 
easily remove frozen snow, ice or frost from your windows, thus 
ensuring perfect visibility on the road even during a harsh winter. It 
is robustly manufactured (of a durable and frost-resistant 
polypropylene) and light. It is characterised by small dimensions, 
so it can be simply put into a glove compartment or any other 
place in the car.
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For our clients we have prepared 
a wide range of practical 
products for daily work of 

 Building containers and mortar buckets are 
necessary in the garden and on the building site; 

also most of overhaul works are carried out due to 
such products. They are great solution to transport 
sand, soil, bark and to mix cement, adhesives and 

dry & wet mortars. To assure the products are 
highly resistant highly elastic plastics were used to 

produce them. We offer round and rectangular 
mortar buckets of varied volumes.

ACCESSORIES FOR BUILDING

companies representing overhaul 
or finishing industries.



Building containers
Round containers 

Square containers

Index Capacity (L) Pcs./pallet Pallet (cm)

20023 45 240 130x110x240

This round caster has a wide range of applications, especially 
during renovation-construction works. It will also do well in a 
garden, e.g. to water plants. The round shape of the caster 
facilitates not only mixing mortar, but also washing the container. 
casters can have capacity of 40, 45, 60 or 90 litres. On its sides 
convenient handles were located, which significantly facilitates 
carrying. The caster is provided with a practical convenience – a 
pitch to measure the quantity of mortar used.

20047 60 240 130x110x240

20054 90 1140 120x80x235

Index Capacity (L) Pcs./pallet Pallet (cm)

20061 40 240 120x80x240

20078 60 240 120x80x240

20085 80 140 120x80x240

Rectangular construction casters can be used during renovation 
works, but are also perfect in every workshop or garden. The 
product is provided with two carrying handles, which are located 
at the sides of the container to facilitate moving it quickly and 
conveniently from one place to another. The product is made of 
a durable and at the same time flexible polymer, thanks to which 
it is characterised by high resistance to any damage and will 
serve you for a long time. Its walls are smooth, so it is very easy to 
remove the residue mortar or other mixtures from it. The casters 
are available in the following capacities: 40, 60 and 90 litres.
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Building buckets
Building buckets 

A construction bucket is a basic accessory in every house. It 
facilitates completing everyday cleaning tasks as well as it will be 
necessary for works in garden or in construction. The bucket is 
universal and can be used for multiple activities: from preparing 
various types of cement or plaster mortar, to store materials or 
work accessories, from fluid and semi-fluid construction chemistry 
products (glues, lacquers, plasters, paints), to carry soil, garden 
bark or water for plants. The buckets available in our offer have a 
comfortable, metal handle. There are buckets of 12 and 20 litres 
of capacity. They were made very robust.
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Index Capacity (L) Pcs./pallet Pallet (cm)

20009 12 825 120x80x240

20016 20 510 120x80x240



Based on our and our clients 
experience we have created an 
offer, which combines the most 

 effectiveness, excellent manufacture quality and 
high class of materials used during production. We 
are proud to present industrial brushes, which will 

be perfect to clean industrial facilities, 
storehouses, garages and workshops. The brushes 

are robust and make sweeping of different 
surfaces much easier. We offer different types of 

hair and frame length, guaranteeing your 
satisfaction with our sweepers.

INDUSTRIAL BRUSHES

wanted product features: 



Mixed industrial brush

Sweepers and brooms
PPN/PET with industrial brush

Index
Frame 

dimensions (mm) Pcs./pallet Pallet (cm)

Z40NU 400x55x18 700 Euro

Z50NU 500x55x18 490 Euro

Z60NU 600x55x18 490 Euro

The sweeper will be perfect for: cleaning tasks in a workshop or 
garage, cleaning industrial facilities. The hair is made of a durable 
material, thus dirt removal from surfaces is simple. A firm, wooden 
brush frame is available in different lengths (from 40 cm to 100 
cm), so you can adjust the sweeper to your own needs. The 
sweeper has a metal grip adjusted for a wooden shaft (wooden 
shafts are available in our offer – for more information ask our sales 
department).

Z80NU 800x55x18 350 Euro

Z100NU 1000x55x18 210 Euro

Fibre

PET/PPN /mix

PET/PPN /mix

PET/PPN /mix

PET/PPN /mix

PET/PPN /mix

This industrial sweeper is a product, which can be used to sweep 
various types of surface, also concrete or tarmac. Its hair (55 cm 
long) allows for collecting larger dirt particles conveniently. The 
product has hair made of a mixture of durable material: PET/PPN 
hair and natural hair, thus making the brush perfect for small 
stones, dust and sand in a storehouse or production hall. The 
frame was made with a resistant beechwood, making it firm and 
durable. The presented brush is available without wooden shaft, 
which can be chosen as necessary – you can find it in our offer, 
ask our sales department.

Index
Frame 

dimensions (mm) Pcs./pallet Pallet (cm)

Z40MU 400x55x18 700 Euro

Z50MU 500x55x18 490 Euro

Z60MU 600x55x18 490 Euro

Z80MU 800x55x18 350 Euro

Z100MU 1000x55x18 210 Euro

Fibre

PET/PPN /mix

PET/PPN /mix

PET/PPN /mix

PET/PPN /mix

PET/PPN /mix
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PPN/PET with industrial brush

Sweepers and brooms

Index
Frame 

dimensions (mm) Pcs./pallet Pallet (cm)

Z80NU.4 800x55x18 350 Euro

A brush with brackets is particularly recommended for workers 
who clean factories, storages or production halls. It is designed, by 
the adjustment of a wide sweeper, for cleaning tasks on large 
areas. Thanks to its large size (frame length is 80 cm or 100 cm) 
cleaning is quick and convenient. The hair is made of a very 
durable material. Metal brackets make the brush more durable 
and stable. In our offer you can find wooden shafts, which are not 
included, to purchase one contact our salesperson.

Fibre

PET/PPN
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